**TEMPLATE** (Pull Plate with Thumbpiece)

**FOR RHR DOOR**

- **TRIM MOUNTING HOLE**
  - ON PUSH SIDE
  - DRILL 5/16" DIA.
  - (A, B, C 3 places)

- **BACKSET**
  - 2 7/16" 

- **MARK HORIZONTAL CENTERLINE ON DOOR**
- **TRIM E CORRESPONDS TO EXIT DEVICE E**

- **2 7/8"**

- **9 23/32"**

**NOTE:**
- This template is for Rim and Surface Mounted Vertical Rod Exit Devices use only, not available for Concealed Vertical Rod and Mortise Lock Exit Devices use.

**INSIDE FACE OF DOOR**

- **CUT OUT**
  - This Side Only
  - 2 1/8"

- **9 23/32"**

- **OUTSIDE FACE OF DOOR**

**Simple Instructions:**

1. Install a Mortise Cylinder with supplied Cylinder Holding Nut.
2. If door is already drilled and cut, insert the trim into the holes from outside of the door, then fasten by three mounting screws A, B, C from inside of the door (the upper two screws must go through the chassis of the exit device which is installed on the inside face of door).

- For single door and double door with mullion use, the backset 2 - 7/16" is to face of stop.
- For double door without mullion use, the backset 2 - 7/16" is to edge of door.